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Absolutely Proven Fact Now = "ONE GOD"
« on: August 01, 2015, 09:37:19 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness a most important and fundamental
Absolutely OUTSTANDING Miracle,
which is very Easy to understand, but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=Quran Testament 17/88)
So here is this most important and fundamental Fact (="ONE GOD" = "ILAH WAHID")
has thus been emphasized throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, in this precise form above,
by our Supreme LORD exactly "14" times, therein thus:
==================
... They said: Your God, and the God of your fathers Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac;
"ONE GOD" (=ILAHAN WAHIDAN) and to HIM we surrender.
(Chapter No. 2, Verse No. 133)
And your God is but "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
there is no God except HE; the Gracious, the Merciful.
(Chapter No. 2, Verse No. 163)
... and do not say: "Trinity." Cease, for it is better for you.
ALLAH is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN), ......
(Chapter No. 4, Verse No. 171)
Rejecters indeed are those who have said: "ALLAH is the Third of Trinity!"
There is no God except "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN). ......
(Chapter No. 5, Verse No. 73)
... Say: HE is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
and so I absolutely disown what you have set up as partners.

(Chapter No. 6, Verse No. 19)
... And they were only commanded to serve "ONE GOD" (=ILAHAN WAHIDAN),
there is no God except HE; Be HE Glorified against what they set up as partners.
(Chapter No. 9, Verse No. 31)
... and so that they know that there is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
and so that those who possess intelligence will understand.
(Chapter No. 14, Verse No. 52)
Your God is "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN).
Those who do not believe in the LastEpoch, their hearts are denying, and they are arrogant.
(Chapter No. 16, Verse No. 22)
And ALLAH said: Do not take two gods, there is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
so it is ME that you shall reverence.
(Chapter No. 16, Verse No. 51)
... It is inspired to me that your God is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN), ......
(Chapter No. 18, Verse No. 110)
... It is inspired to me that your God is only "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
will you, then, surrender (to HIM)?
(Chapter No. 21, Verse No. 108)
... And your God is "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
to HIM you shall surrender, and give goodnews to those who obey.
(Chapter No. 22, Verse No. 34)
(And they said): Has he made the gods (totally obsolete and false,
and recognized only) "ONE GOD" (=ILAHAN WAHIDAN)?
This is indeed a strange thing!"
(Chapter No. 38, Verse No. 5)
... It is inspired to me that your God is "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
therefore you shall be upright towards HIM, ......
(Chapter No. 41, Verse No. 6)
===================
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So now, here are all of those "Chapter Numbers" and "Verse Numbers" in which this
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most important and fundamental Fact (ONE GOD = ILAH WAHID)
has thus been emphasized by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, in this precise form above, exactly "14" times therein,
here thus:

"ILAH WAHID"
"ONE GOD"
Chapter No. Verse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

Number of Occurrences
therein

Chapter No. Verse No.

5
6
9
14
16

73
19
31
52
22

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

38
41
2
2
4

16
22

51
34
34

1
1

1
1

18
21

_______

_______

7

7

5
6
133
163
171
171
110
108

*Please, note that there are thus exclusively and only two "Chapter Numbers" which occur twice
(on the left side above = "16" and "16" & on the right side above = "2" and "2");
so we have thus rightfully emphasized Verse Number: (34) and Verse Number: (171) twice
for/on the left side & for/on the right side above,
which come immediately after these most specific Chapter Numbers: ("16" and "16" & "2" and "2")
therein, on each side
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above,
by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here now (6/115 = 74/2630, 31),
from the very beginning.
*And please, certainly note that we have thus rightfully placed
all the "Chapters" with "odd" number of digits (=i.e. "one" or "three" digit) Number of Verses
(=38:5, 41:6 ....... 2:133, 2:163, .....), always on the right side above,
and all the "Chapters" with "even" number of digits (=i.e. "two" digit) Number of Verses
(=5:73, 6:19, ........), always on the left side above, in the first place,
in such a perfect order, from smaller "Chapter Numbers" to bigger "Chapter Numbers"
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, for/on each side above,
by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again, in this respect (=QURAN TESTAMENT 89/35),
from the very beginning.
So now here are all of those "Verse Numbers"
and the most specific

"7" occurrences,

in those perfect orders above, on each side of our Table above,
in this

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" manner, here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH
73

19

31

52

22

51

34

ALLAH
7

34

7

5

6

19

163

171

110

108

x...

=

and/or

and/or

73 + 19 + 31 + 52 + 22 + 51 + 34 + 34

+

7

7

+

5 + 6 + 133 + 163 + 171 + 171 + 110 + 108

19

=

171

19

x...

=

133

19

x...

=

x...
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So now, we will take again the same Table above, and this time (after those "Verse Numbers" above)
we will specifically look at the "Chapter Numbers" therein, here thus:

"ILAH WAHID"

"ONE GOD"
Chapter No. Verse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

Number of Occurrences
therein

Chapter No. Verse No.

05
06
09
14
16

73
19
31
52
51

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

38
41
02
02
04

16
22

22
34
34

1
1

1
1

21
18

_______

_______

7

7

5
6
133
163
171
171
108
110

*Please, note that we have thus specifically written all of those "Chapter Numbers"
perfectly and equally as "twodigit" numbers (05 06 09 14 16 ...... & 38 41 02 02 04 ......),
for/on both sides above.
We have not done this with "Verse Numbers" before this, because those most specific left & right two sides
of our Table above originally have thus been separated based on
"twodigitness" for/on the left side and "one or threedigitness" for/on the right side of those "Verse Numbers" above,
so it would definitely be a violation, had we specifically written all of those "Verse Numbers"
equally as "threedigit" numbers, for/on both sides above.
But here when it comes to "Chapter Numbers" it is totally legitimate and acceptable now,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here again (6/115 = 74/2630, 31),
from the very beginning.
*And please, note that we have thus rightfully placed the bigger numbers first
(=i.e. "16:51" first, and then "16:22" thereafter, for/on the left side above,
and "21:108" first, and then "18:110" thereafter, for/on the right side above,
on the left side just before these "twice" emphasized numbers (=34 and 34) therein,
and on the right side just after these "twice" emphasized numbers (=171 and 171) therein,
again in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, here in this case above.

So now here are all of those "Chapter Numbers"
and the most specific

"7" occurrences,

in those perfect orders above, on each side of our Table above,
in this

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" manner again now, here thus:

All Praise
is to

ALLAH

All Praise
is to

ALLAH

05

06

09

14

16

16

7

22

7

38

19

02

04

21

18

x...

=

and/or

and/or

05 + 06 + 09 + 14 + 16 + 16 + 22

+

7

7

+

38 + 41 + 02 + 02 + 04 + 21 + 18

19

=

02

19

x...

=

41

19

x...

=

x...
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ALLAH belong the "East" and the "West", so wherever you turn (the "Right" or the "Left"),
there is the Face (=i.e. Absolute Authority and Power) of ALLAH (thus also and essentially
as "ONE GOD = ILAH WAHID" due to/on that "Right" side & due to/on that "Left" side above).
115 And to

(For) Certainly, ALLAH is thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those
"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables here now "Encompassing,"
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables here now "Knowledgeable."
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/115)

5 And they said:
Our "hearts" are in "seals" from what you invite us towards it with regard to the left side of those
"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now,
and in our "ears" (there are) "veils" with regard to the right side of those
"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now,

and there is a barrier between us and you. So work for (whatever you wish), and so we shall be working for
(whatever we wish).
6 Say: I am only a humanbeing like you.
It is inspired to me that your God is "ONE GOD" (=ILAHUN WAHIDUN),
therefore you shall be upright towards HIM thus especially, due to/on the left side of those
"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now,
and seek Forgiveness of HIM due to/on the right side of those "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now.
And woe to (such) partnermakers. (=42/2122)
7 The ones who do not give the CleansingShare (here =8/41), and with regards to the LastEpoch,
they are (such) disbelievers (=39/4345).
8 Surely, those who believe and work for the RighteousDeeds (above), to them (will be granted) a "Reward" unending. (=32/1519)
(QURAN TESTAMENT 41/58)

85 And We have not created the heavens and the earth and what is in between except with/as the Truth.
And the Hour (thus also and especially of this anticipated "Smoke"
and these "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter, here in this case now =44/1016) is surely coming;
so leave (them now) with a nice leaving.
________________________________________________
http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id162.html
________________________________________________
86 (For) Certainly, your LORD, He is thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those
"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now "the BestCreator,"
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above now "the BestKnower."

"Seven" of the "Pairs" (=a most specific reference
especially to those "Seven" occurrences of this most important and fundamental Fact (ONE GOD = ILAH WAHID)
which come as/in "Pairs", on the left side & on the right side above now), and (thus) the Great QURAN!
87 (For) Definitely, We have (thus) given you

(QURAN TESTAMENT 15/8587)
====================
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26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that

QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any "extra zero" from/on the left side
of our Tables above because there is no need for any "extra zero" within none of those "Verse Numbers" therein,
in the first place),
and It does not letstay (but excludes any "extra zero" from/on the right side
of our Tables above because there is no need for any "extra zero" within none of those "Verse Numbers" therein,
in the first place),
(*The most Wise and perfect Wisdom of/by our Supreme LORD therein has already
clearly been emphasized within the third post above.)
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
for/in each of those two instances (=i.e. firstly those "Verse Numbers," and then those "Chapter Numbers" above,
"for/on the left side & for/on the right side" therein) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side

"pairs" (=i.e. specifically Seven "pairs" of those number of occurrences (=15/8587)
of this most important and fundamental Fact (ONE GOD = ILAH WAHID)
here in this respect above as/in

here in this case above) that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")
==================================================================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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